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Abstract: With the increase in number of bikers, road tragedies are also increasing on each successive day. 

Traffic insensitivities like inattentiveness of not wearing the helmets are a major cause for occurrence of 

vehicle accidents which causes fatality.  Drunken driving is another factor which often leads to road 

mishaps. In present day, most countries are constraining the motor riders to wear helmets and not drunk 

drive. However, these rules are being violated by bikers. This callousness motivated us to converge our 

vision towards implementing a smart helmet system. Proposed smart helmet system complies with the 

purpose of alcohol detection, accident identification and location tracking. Smart Helmet automatically 

detects if the person is wearing a helmet and also checks for the soberness of the driver. The bike starts only 

if both these conditions are true. Another intelligent feature of the Smart Helmet is accident identification 

and location tracking which will detect accidents and will report the accident quickly, sending geographical 

coordinates of the victim to the nearest ambulance service and relatives. 
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 Introduction 

An accident is a particular, sudden, abnormal and unpremeditated external action which takes place at a 

specific time and place, with no evident and conscious cause but with prominent effects. Due to collision of 

motor vehicles, more than 1.2 million deaths and a large number of non-mortal traumas occur in all over 

world each year (World Health Organization) [1]. One of the major causes of accidents is the carelessness 

of driver like the inattentiveness of not wearing a helmet and drunken driving. A majority of accidents 

occur outside cities because of drunken driving. In addition, no testing methodology is adopted to prevent 

these ongoing tragedies.  

 

In the present day, most countries are constraining motor riders to take proper safety measures while 

driving. However, these safety rules are being disobeyed by the bikers. This calls for an effort to propose an 

intelligent device, a Smart Helmet System, which automatically checks whether the person is wearing a 

helmet and also checks the soberness of the driver. [1] 

Vijayan, Govind (2014) places a proximity sensor inside the smart helmet, which behaves as a switch to on 

or off the ignition. In addition, the helmet sensor unit has been connected to the vehicle ignition system via 

a wireless connection. An alcohol sensor has been employed to detect the presence of alcohol in driver’s 

breath. We have used alcohol sensor MQ3 is for the same. This Sensor produces an analog resistive output 

as a function of the alcohol concentration. [2] 

According to Agarwal, Singh (2015) , another alarming situation existing in society is the rapid increase of 

death rates because of these road accidents. A major cause of accidents is the untimely reporting of these 

accidents to the concerned medical authorities. Most road accidents go unnoticed and the injured person 

loses his life because of lack of rapid medical attention required by the injured person. [3] 

 

The MQ-3 gas detector has been planned to be placed just below the chin so to make breath sensing easy. 

The resistance value drops with the increase in alcohol concentration, which produces a sudden change in 

the voltage value. This voltage value is then fed to the microcontroller and it intercepts from the ignition of 

the bike. [4] 

Luhana, Nagpure (2015). This paper suggests the various features that can be implemented in a smart 

helmet system. The proposed Smart Helmet system strikes a perfect balance between usability, usefulness 

and cost. The system has not been designed to serve as a fancy add-on peripheral. Instead, it has been 

designed to fit into the user’s daily routine in such a way that it is almost unnoticeable – yet makes a world 

of difference to the rider using it. The system has been designed to seamlessly provide significantly more 

data to the user with minimal additional cost. It achieves just that. [5] Nandu, Singh (2014). This ideation is 
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surely expected to minimize the number of road tragedies and improve the rider safety if it is considered as 

a significant contribution to benefit of the traffic management system [6]. 
The intelligent feature of accident identification and location tracking which detects the occurrence of 
accidents and notifies the accident with geographical location of victim instantly to the ambulance and 
relatives serves this purpose. The construction of this system involves a transmitter unit at the helmet and a 
receiver unit at the bike. 

System Model 

The smart helmet system consists of a transmitter i.e. Helmet unit and a receiver end circuit i.e. a vehicle 

unit, both of which will be elaborated in the following section. 

 

A. Helmet Unit 

This unit consists of a helmet sensor, alcohol sensor, vibration sensor, microcontroller, RF transmitter and 

power supply. A brief introduction of the components is given below. 

 

a)   Helmet Sensor: Here, a limit switches checks whether the chin strap of the helmet has been fastened. 

The engine starts only after a positive confirmation. 

b)   Alcohol Sensor: This device detects the alcohol concentration in the driver’s breath.  It provides an 

analog resistive output based on the alcohol concentration. If the alcohol amount exceeds the 

permissible value, the engine will not start.  

c)   Piezoelectric Vibration Sensor: This device realizes variation in pressure by sensing vibrations, 

converting them into electrical signals and thereby detecting the occurrence of an accident. 

d)  Microcontroller: All analog outputs from the sensors on the helmet are fed to this microcontroller as 

input.  According to the threshold set for alcohol sensor, vibration sensor and the output of the limit 

switch, a decision is made and sent to the module on bike wirelessly [7].  

e) Transmitter: A RF transmitter operating at 433 MHz transmits the serial data to the receiver over 

wireless media. [8] 

f) Power supply: A12V power supply is used to convert 220v AC to DC. 

B. Vehicle Unit 

This consists of a RF receiver, microcontroller, relay, GSM module, GPS module and an LCD display. 

  

a) RF receiver: A Radio Frequency receiver operating at 433 MHz is used to receive the data over 

wireless medium. [8] 

 

b) Microcontroller: William, Padwal (2016). All programs are fed into this decision making unit of the 

entire circuit. According to the data received, it will control the output of remaining components.  

Based on the output from the vibration sensor, it will send a message to the nearest ambulance service 

and relatives in case of an accident via a GSM module. Based on the outputs from the alcohol sensor 

and limit switch, a relay output will be sent to the engine. [9] 

 

c) GSM Module: This module is capable of accepting a GSM network operator sim card and can act like 

a mobile phone with its own unique phone number. Applications like SMS control, data transfer, 

remote control and logging can be developed easily. The module can be connected directly to a 

microcontroller. The SMS application is used to send SMS to the ambulance services and relatives in 

case of an accident [10].  

  GPS module: This module identifies the location of accident occurrence. The mapping between 

GPS and GSM module takes place, as a result of which an SMS informing about geographical 

coordinates of the victim is sent to the ambulance services or relatives. [11] 

  Relay: This is an electromagnetic switch which is employed within an electronic circuit to 

differentiate two electrical signals. In this paper, we have used a relay to separate the output 

signals of the GSM and the GPS module.  

  Motor Driver IC: This is a 16 pin L293D IC which is used to drive the DC gear motor.  

  DC Gear Motor: In this paper, a DC gear motor has been used in order to analyze the behavior of 

the bike engine at a local platform.  

  LCD Display: A 16*2 display module has been used as a platform to display the observed results. 
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Figure 1: Flowchart of Smart Helmet System 
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Block Diagram Proposed Smart Helmet System 

 

The basic block diagrams of the smart Helmet System with it helmet unit and vehicle unit has been depict 

in figure 2 & Fig. 3 respectively. 

A.        Transmittor Unit 

                                      

                                         

                                          

B. Reciever  Unit 

 

                               

Figure 3: Receiver Unit of Smart Helmet System 

 

Implementation of Smart Helmet System 

 

Smart Helmet System complies with the purpose of alcohol detection, accident identification and location 

tracking. In order to give the system a tangible form, we have used the alcohol sensor MQ3 to detect the 

presence of alcohol in the person’s breath, the limit switch that ensures that the helmet has been worn by the 
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Figure 2: Transmitter Unit of Smart Helmet System 
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rider, and the piezoelectric vibration sensor that detects the variation in pressure when an accident has taken 

place. The flowchart of the system has been depicted in Fig 1.  

 

As shown in the figure, three sensors namely, helmet sensor, piezoelectric vibration sensor and the alcohol 

sensor have been employed to serve the entire purpose of the Smart Helmet. The fastening of the chin strap 

of the helmet will be marked by the ON state of the limit switch. When in ON state, the circuit will be 

completed and further operations will be carried on in the circuitry of the Smart Helmet. The alcohol sensor 

MQ3 investigates whether the amount of alcohol in the rider’s breath exceeds the permissible amount. The 

normal sensing range of the MQ3 sensor varies from 0.04 mg/L to 4 mg/L.  

In this paper, we have assumed the value to be 0.08 mg/L. [8] The main element of the composition of this 

sensor is SnO2 which has very low conductivity in pure air. When the alcohol gas present in air comes in 

contact with it, the sensor conductivity increases with the increase in gas concentration. Hence, the 

resistance value drops significantly. This value is measured in terms of voltage.  

If the value sensed is beyond 0.08 mg/L, the bike engine will fail to start. The piezoelectric vibration sensor 

senses the variation in pressure up to 90 V and concludes whether the bike has met with an accident.  

The bike engine will start only if the limit switch is closed and the alcohol sensor tests negative. In addition, 

the bike will stop if the piezoelectric vibration sensor detects an accident.  

A real time mapping between the GSM and the GPS module takes place wirelessly, as a result of which an 

SMS informing about the victim’s geographical coordinates is sent to the ambulance services and relatives.  

Patel, Patel (2017). The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite mapped reader which supplies 

information of location and time in all climatic conditions to the user. It provides a three dimensional 

positioning, continuous real time, navigation and timing worldwide. [12]  

 

The Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) TTL model is constructed with SIMCOM which 

makes the SIM900 quad-band GSM/GPRS engine. This operates on various frequencies like, 850 MHz, 

900 MHz, 1800 MHz and 1900 MHz. It is very compact and simple to use by connecting it with a GSM 

modem. The GSM TTL modem holding an internal TCP/IP stack to authorize us to connect with the 

Internet using GPRS connection. It is appropriate for SMS and also for data transfer. SIM900A requires two 

wires i.e. transmitter and receiver excluding power supply which is used to interface with microcontroller. 

By using this modem, we will be able to send and read SMS and link to the Internet using GPRS by simple 

AT commands. [12] 

 

 

 

Result /Future Work 

 
The following results have been observed on the LCD display when various conditions were tested on the 
system prototype.  

 

1. If the rider is not wearing the helmet, then it displays the message, “No Helmet Please Wear It” as shown 
in Fig.4. 

 
 

Figure 4: LCD Display when no helmet has been worn 

2. If alcohol concentration is present in breath then it displays the message “Driver is Drunk”as shown in 

Fig.5. 

3.  

4.  
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Figure 5: LCD Display when driver is drunk 
 

 

3. Occurrence of an accident causes the bike to fall. It displays the message “Bike has fallen” and sends the 

SMS to the registered no. along with the current geographical location as shown in Fig.6. 

 

 

 

           

4.  
 

Figure 6: LCD Display when the bike has met with an accident 

 

Conclusion 

 

The research about a Smart Helmet System has been proposed with a highly futuristic view. It is a base 

level technology that can be implemented in order to bring a world of difference in the traffic management 

system. The smart helmet is capable of transforming our lives and leading to an advanced mannerism of 

motor driving with an added security cover to the rider. Though our system is yet to be tested at the actual 

field, several variants of the smart helmet have passed the field tests and have worked as indicated.   

However efficient the smart helmet technology may be claimed to be, it may still come forth many 

limitations such as component malfunctioning, mapping errors in GSM and GPS module, improper 

placement of sensors, or the inability of the rider to understand the long term benefits and usage of this 

technology. With the evolving Research and Development, the helmet can be made better equipped by 

using an improvised microcontroller to provide faster processing time, optimization of wireless 

communication methodologies used or making the circuit compact with added functions with the passage 

of time and ideas. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Transmitter Unit of Smart Helmet System 
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Figure 8: Receiver Unit of Smart Helmet System 
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